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Abstract We discuss a strongly entangled two-particle state
of motion that emerges naturally from the double-pulse dis-
sociation of a diatomic molecule. This state, which may be
called dissociation-time entangled, permits the unambigu-
ous demonstration of nonclassical correlations by violating
a Bell inequality based on switched single-particle interfer-
ometry and only position measurements. We apply time-
dependent scattering theory to determine the detrimental ef-
fect of dispersion. The proposed setup brings into reach the
possibility of establishing nonclassical correlations with re-
spect to system properties that are truly macroscopically dis-
tinct.

PACS 03.67.Bg · 37.25.+k · 03.65.Ud

1 Introduction

Quantum mechanics (QM) has been forcing physicists to
think about its relation to our classical perception of the
world ever since its formulation. Probably its most unset-
tling feature is the rejection of the notion of the trajectory of
a proper, material particle. The at every instant well-defined,
definite position of a point particle in space (or rather phase
space), as we deduce it from our everyday experience of
the macroscopic world, is probably the most basic assump-
tion in classical physics; it might rightly be called its core.
Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, permits superposi-
tions of arbitrarily remote positions of a particle. The second
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cornerstone of classical physics, locality, is equally aban-
doned in QM by entanglement, which entails correlations
between spatially separated parties that cannot be reduced to
shared randomness [1–4]. So what could be a more striking
demonstration of the failure of classical concepts than the
experimental generation of a state that combines both, parti-
cles simultaneously being at macroscopically distinct posi-
tions and being entangled in these positions? In this article,
we would like to promote such a state, whose experimental
demonstration seems to be in reach of present day technol-
ogy.

The approach is to trigger the dissociation of a diatomic
molecule coherently at two different instants (“early” and
“late”) separated by a time period τ , as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The dissociation is coherent in the sense that no information
is leaked to the environment about the time of dissociation.
Each atom then has an early and a late wave packet compo-
nent such that the resulting state of two counterpropagating
particles is entangled in the dissociation times. For this rea-
son, such a state might be called “dissociation-time entan-
gled” (DTE). A macroscopic time period τ would result in
a superposition of truly macroscopically distinct wave pack-
ets. Experimental setups based on ultracold Feshbach mole-
cules indeed render such a scenario realistic [5].

Of course, generating a highly nonclassical state is only
half of the job to be done. Just as important is the verification
of its nonclassical nature. Here a subtlety comes into play:
Whom do we want to convince? Do we face a person that
believes in QM, or do we face a cocksure classical physi-
cist, who understands how to measure a particle position but
knows nothing about quantum physics? Several proposals
for demonstrating nonclassicality in the motion of material
particles are content with the confirmation of the entangled
nature of the underlying quantum states, while suffering
from the caveat that they have to presume the validity of QM
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Fig. 1 (a) Generation of a dissociation-time entangled pair of atoms.
A diatomic molecule is exposed to two subsequent dissociation pulses
separated by a time period τ . The early pulse is chosen such that the
atoms remain bound with a given probability. The second pulse disso-
ciates the remaining molecular state component. Each atom then has an
early and a late wave packet component such that the resulting state of
two counterpropagating particles is entangled in the dissociation times.
(b) If the wave packet components of the dissociation-time entangled
atoms are spatially sufficiently separated, they constitute effectively
dichotomic properties which are amenable to a Bell test in terms of
switched single-particle interferometry and position measurements, see
Fig. 2

in order to be convincing. From an operational point of view,
they do not imply nonclassicality by establishing nonlocal
correlations. They therefore fail to convince the cocksure
classical physicist—or an unprejudiced layman. This holds
in particular for proposals that are close in spirit to the orig-
inal Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) argument [1, 6, 7],
since the positive Wigner function of the EPR state admits
a classical interpretation. One possibility to overcome this
would be to consider observables which have no classical
analogue, such as the displaced parity or pseudospin oper-
ators, with nonpositive phase space representations [8, 9].
However, their experimental implementation seems to be
exceedingly difficult in the case of free material particles,
where only position measurements are easily realized.

The DTE state differs fundamentally from the Gaussian
states describing EPR-type correlations. As opposed to
Gaussian states, it displays a strongly structured, partly neg-
ative Wigner function, and it is amenable to an unambigu-
ous demonstration of nonclassicality in terms of simple po-
sition measurements. This is achieved by implementing a
Bell experiment, as will be elaborated below, see Fig. 1(b).
Within a range of tolerance as imposed by dispersion, the
resulting nonlocal correlations would manifest both the co-

herence between the macroscopically distinct early and late
wave packet components and their entanglement. The pro-
posed setup would therefore permit the demonstration of
nonclassicality in the motion of material particles on macro-
scopic scales, making quantum mechanical counterintuitive-
ness concrete for anyone, even the layman.

The article is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we recall
the concept of time-bin entanglement, which was originally
applied to photons [10–12]. We carry it over to material
particles and discuss the implications for a Bell test based
on interferometric state transformation and subsequent de-
tection. In particular, we show why the dispersion-induced
spreading of the wave packets, which is absent in the pho-
tonic case, does not diminish the ensuing nonlocal correla-
tions. In Sect. 3 we investigate the analogue Bell test based
on dissociation-time entanglement, which corresponds to
the more natural state generation scenario. The dispersion-
induced distortion between the early and the late wave pack-
ets is shown to affect the nonlocal correlations. We give
benchmark criteria for the capability of establishing non-
classicality. In Sect. 4 we finally summarize the advantages
of a demonstration of nonclassicality based on a DTE Bell
test, which includes in particular the possibility to go to
macroscopic scales.

2 Time-bin entanglement

The idea to encode qubits in spatially distinct wave packets
was introduced in [10], building upon the concept of energy-
time entanglement [13]. A pulsed laser in combination with
an asymmetric interferometer placed in front of a parametric
down-conversion crystal permits to generate twin-photons
which are entangled in their creation time. The resulting
state, which may be called time-bin entangled (TBE), takes
the form

|Ψtbe〉 = 1√
2

(|E〉1|E〉2 + eiφτ |L〉1|L〉2
)
, (1)

where |E〉i and |L〉i denote spatially distinct traveling pho-
tonic modes corresponding to the early and the late creation
time. The TBE state (1) can be visualized analogously to the
DTE state depicted in Fig. 1(b). Since the relevant entangle-
ment resides in the relation between these modes, we can
interpret the creation times as a dichotomic property consti-
tuting an effectively two-dimensional state space (per pho-
ton). By identifying, say, “early” with “spin up” and “late”
with “spin down,” the state |Ψtbe〉 evidently corresponds to
the Bell state

|Ψspin
〉 = 1√

2

(|↑〉1|↑〉2 + eiφ |↓〉1|↓〉2
)
. (2)

Provided that the early and the late wave packet components
are spatially sufficiently distinct, a switched, asymmetric
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Fig. 2 State analysis with an asymmetric Mach–Zehnder interferome-
ter. (a) When the early wave packet component arrives, the switchable
mirror is in place and deflects it into the long arm. (b) The switchable
mirror is removed before the arrival of the late wave packet. (c) The
early wave packet acquires an optional phase shift ϕ in the long arm,
whereas the late wave packet propagates through the short arm. (d) The

path difference is chosen such that it cancels the distance between the
early and the late wave packet component. Detecting the atom in one
of the output ports, at a given phase ϕ and splitting ratio θ , amounts
to a measurement analogous to a spin-1/2 detection in an arbitrary
direction

Mach–Zehnder interferometer makes it possible to perform
the analogue of a general spin measurement, see Fig. 2 and
the discussion below [10]. Such a TBE state has indeed been
used successfully with photons, e.g., for establishing nonlo-
cal correlations over fiber distances of more than 50 km [10–
12] in a similar setup as in Fig. 2, though without switching.

The matter wave analogue of the TBE state (1) follows
from identifying |E〉i and |L〉i with the early and the late
wave packet components of two freely moving atoms. It
should be emphasized, though, that when it comes to mate-
rial particles, the TBE state (1) is not the natural outcome in
a two-time dissociation process. One conceivable scenario
relies on the controlled dissociation of a weakly bound Fes-
hbach molecule with the help of a Feshbach resonance [5].
An appropriately chosen magnetic field pulse causes the
atomic components to dissociate and propagate in opposite
directions [14, 15]. A sequence of two magnetic field pulses
then generates the desired superposition of two dissociation
times. A generic dissociation-time entangled (DTE) state
thus takes the form

|Ψdte〉 = 1√
2

(
Û

(0)

τ |Ψ0〉 + eiφτ |Ψ0〉
)

(3)

with |Ψ0〉 = 1√
2
|ψcm

0 〉(|ψ rel
0 〉+ P̂|ψ rel

0 〉). Here, P̂ is the parity
operator, and we assume that the early and the late dissoci-
ation occur with equal probability. In the following, we take
the state |Ψdte〉, and accordingly |Ψtbe〉, to describe a one-
dimensional, longitudinal motion, implying that the trans-
verse components of the motion are confined to the ground

state of an atom guide. The state |ψ rel
0 〉 denotes the wave

packet of the relative motion after a single dissociation pulse
propagating into positive direction, while |ψcm

0 〉 describes
the wave packet of the center of mass motion resting at the
former position of the molecule. The DTE state (3) differs
from the above TBE state (1) as it is not composed of two
single-particle product states. Rather, it superposes the rel-
ative coordinate of the two atoms. It also incorporates the
unavoidable dispersion-induced distortion between the early
and the late state components, described by the free time-

evolution operator Û
(0)

τ .
Both the TBE state (1) and the DTE state (3) are

amenable to a Bell test based on interferometric state trans-
formation and subsequent position measurement. Before
tackling the motional Bell experiment with the experimen-
tally appropriate DTE state (3), it is instructive to first de-
scribe the interferometric setup and the effect of disper-
sion with the more transparent TBE state (1). The setup is
based on switched, asymmetric Mach–Zehnder interferom-
eters, as shown in Fig. 2. Their action can be described as
follows: The early wave packet components are deflected
by the switches into the long arms of the interferometers,
where they acquire optional phase shifts ϕi before the beam
splitters distribute them onto their output ports according
to their splitting ratios, as parameterized by the angles θi .
The switches are timed such that they let pass the late wave
packet components, which then propagate straight to the
beam splitters and are also distributed according to the split-
ting ratios. When the path length difference between the two
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interferometer arms is chosen such that it exactly cancels
the distance between the early and the late wave packets and
given ideal phase shifters and beam splitters, the early and
late state components |E〉i and |L〉i transform according to

|E〉i → eiϕi cos θi |+〉i + eiϕi sin θi |−〉i (4)

|L〉i → sin θi |+〉i − cos θi |−〉i ,
where |+〉i and |−〉i denote wave packet components in the
two output ports of the ith interferometer at a stage of the
time evolution when the particles already passed the inter-
ferometers. This mapping assumes that the components |E〉i
and |L〉i of the initial state are identical wave packets up
to their spatial displacement: |L〉i = eip̂i si /�|E〉i , with si de-
noting their separation. Moreover, the states |E〉i and |L〉i
must be sufficiently spatially distinct, such that they can be
distinguished by the switches, even when taking dispersion-
induced wave packet spreading into account. Note that it is
not important to be specific about the particular instant, at
which we consider the wave packet components |+〉i and
|−〉i , since we will only be interested in the overall detection
probabilities per port, which unitary time evolution guaran-
tees to remain unaffected by any subsequent time evolution.
In this sense, the present treatment already incorporates dis-
persion, since we do not have to assume that the wave pack-
ets |+〉i and |−〉i are equal in shape to the wave packets |E〉i
and |L〉i .

After passing the interferometers, the time-bin entangled
state can be written in accordance with (4) as

∣∣Ψ ′
tbe

〉 = 1

23/2

∑

σ1,σ2=±

[
ei(ϕ1+ϕ2) + σ1σ2eiφτ

]|σ1〉1|σ2〉2. (5)

For clarity, we have taken 50:50 beam splitters (θ1 = θ2 =
π/4). As we will see, this restriction does not come with
any loss of significance, since it still allows for a maximal
violation of a Bell inequality. The joint probability for de-
tecting the particles in a particular output port combination
thus reads (σ1,2 = ±1)

Ptbe(σ1, σ2|ϕ1, ϕ2)

= ∣∣〈σ1|1〈σ2|2
∣∣Ψ ′

tbe

〉∣∣2

= 1

4

[
1 + σ1σ2 cos(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − φτ )

]
. (6)

From an experimental point of view, the natural quantity to
be measured is the arrival time of the particles at the detec-
tors. The two-time probability density pr(σ1, σ2; t1, t2) for
detecting the particles at times t1, t2 in a particular out-
put port combination constitutes in general a complicated
fringe pattern as a function of the ϕi , θi , and ti . It de-
pends not only on the shape of the wave packets and their
dispersion-induced modifications due to the overall propa-
gation time, but also on the particular implementation of the

measurement [16–19]. The integrated probability Pσ1,σ2 =∫
dt1 dt2 pr(σ1, σ2; t1, t2), however, only measures the over-

all likelihood for finding the particles in a particular out-
put port combination. It is thus unaffected by the particu-
lar shape of the wave packets and any dispersion-induced
modification thereof, since unitary time evolution implies
the conservation of probability in the output ports. Strictly
speaking, this is valid only if measurement-induced reflec-
tions of the wave packets at the detectors can be excluded
[16–19]. But since our setup does not require prominent
temporal or spatial resolution of the measurement, we can
safely neglect this effect. For this reason, we may identify
the integrated probability Pσ1,σ2 with (6). From the joint
probability (6) we easily obtain the corresponding correla-
tion function:

Ctbe(ϕ1, ϕ2) =
∑

σ1,σ2=±
σ1σ2Ptbe(σ1, σ2|ϕ1, ϕ2)

= cos(ϕ1 + ϕ2 − φ), (7)

which violates the CHSH-inequality [20] |C(ϕ1, ϕ2) +
C(ϕ1, ϕ

′
2)+C(ϕ′

1, ϕ2)−C(ϕ′
1, ϕ

′
2)| � 2 maximally, e.g., for

the choices ϕ1 = φ/2, ϕ2 = φ/2 − π/4, ϕ′
1 = φ/2 + π/2,

and ϕ′
2 = φ/2 + π/4.

Like for the (switched) photonic TBE Bell setup, the TBE
correlation function for the material particles (7) is identical
to the correlation function obtained in the spin-based Bell
experiment with the state (2). We thus find that the nonlocal
correlations due to the TBE state (1) are not affected by dis-
persion. This follows from the assumption that the early and
the late wave packets are identical up to a spatial displace-
ment. We will see below that this is not valid for the more
realistic DTE state (3), where the dispersion-induced distor-
tion between the early and the late wave packets is taken into
account. We note that the photonic experiments performed
to date have been done without switch, using instead a post-
selection procedure [10]. This has been shown to allow for
a local hidden variable model [21, 22], a drawback that is
avoided if the switching can be easily implemented, as is
the case with slow material particles.

In order to make the correspondence with the spin-based
Bell experiment most transparent, we conclude this section
by recalling that the above state transformation (4) acting
on a general (single-particle) “time-bin” superposition state
|ψ〉 = a|E〉+b|L〉, |a|2 +|b|2 = 1, followed by the detection
in one of the output ports can formally be understood as the
analogue of a “spin” measurement with respect to the mea-
surement axis 	n = (sin(2θ) cosϕ, sin(2θ) sinϕ, cos(2θ)). To
this end, we define the analogues of Pauli matrices

σ̂x = |E〉〈L| + |L〉〈E|,
σ̂y = −i|E〉〈L| + i|L〉〈E|,
σ̂z = |E〉〈E| − |L〉〈L|,
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and 	̂σ = (σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z). The interferometric transformation (4)
and the subsequent detection of the transformed state |ψ ′〉
in the output ports can then be equivalently understood as a
measurement of the observable 	n · 	̂σ with the untransformed
state |ψ〉. This is most easily seen by noting that the transfor-
mation (4) acts like an expansion of the incoming time-bin
state into the eigenstates |	n,+〉, |	n,−〉 of 	n · 	̂σ . With this,
the joint detection probability may equally well be written
as

Ptbe
(
σ1, σ2|	n1, 	n2

) = ∣∣〈	n1, σ1
∣∣
1

〈	n2, σ2
∣∣
2|Ψtbe〉

∣∣2
,

and the correlation function is given by

Ctbe
(	n1, 	n2

) = 〈Ψtbe|
[	n1 · 	̂σ1

] ⊗ [	n2 · 	̂σ2
]|Ψtbe〉.

This correspondence implies that the above time-bin sce-
nario can be used to apply other quantum information strate-
gies to the motion of material particles, such as the tele-
portation of a qubit state. Encoding qubits in spatially dis-
tinct wave packets thus permits general single-qubit state
processing to be based only on matter wave optics and sub-
sequent position measurements. This gives us a simple and
robust method at hand for performing the most relevant
quantum tests in the motion of material particles.

3 Dissociation-time entanglement

Up to now, we mainly investigated the Bell test for the TBE
state (1). However, from an experimental point of view, the
DTE state (3) is much more relevant, since its structure is
naturally produced by the dissociation of a diatomic mole-
cule. The DTE wave function differs from the TBE state in
two important points: (i) it does not separate into single-
particle states at a particular dissociation time and (ii) the
dispersive time evolution between the early and the late dis-
sociation process implies different shapes for the early and
late wave packet components. Furthermore, we now spec-
ify the phase shifters to be implemented by varying the arm
lengths of the interferometers, which effects an additional
mismatch between the early and the late state components.
All these modifications require a more sophisticated theoret-
ical description of the setup. It turns out that time-dependent
scattering theory provides the appropriate framework.

Scattering theory applies when the system dynamics un-
der consideration permits to relate asymptotic in-states to
asymptotic out-states [23]. Then, given one is only inter-
ested in the relation between these asymptotic states, the ex-
act time evolution connecting the in and the out states can
be split up into an “instantaneous” transformation describ-
ing the accumulated effect of the interaction potential and a
subsequent free time evolution. In our case,

∣∣Ψ ′
dte

〉 := Ût |Ψdte〉 = Û
(0)

t Ŝ|Ψdte〉,

where |Ψ ′
tbe〉 denotes the TBE state at a given stage of evo-

lution when the passage through the interferometers is com-
pleted, and the scattering operator Ŝ describes the “raw”
action of the interferometers. In our case, another subtlety
comes into play, since we have to distinguish the effect of
the interferometers depending on whether the switch is in
place (“on”), enforcing deflection into the longer arm, as for
the early state component, or absent (“off”), admitting un-
deflected passage, as for the late state component:

∣
∣Ψ ′

dte

〉 = Û
(0)

t

(
Ŝ

(on)
Û

(0)

τ

∣
∣Ψ0

〉 + eiφτ Ŝ
(off)∣∣Ψ0

〉)
.

Here we presuppose that dispersion-induced spreading does
not spoil the spatial distinctness of the early and the late
wave packets. In order to specify the structure of the scat-

tering matrices Ŝ
(on)

and Ŝ
(off)

, it is convenient to rewrite
the DTE state (3) as

|Ψdte〉 = 1√
2

(∣∣∣Ψ (+)
dte

〉
+

∣∣∣Ψ (−)
dte

〉)

with
∣∣∣Ψ (+)

dte

〉
= 1√

2

(
Û

(0)

τ

∣∣∣Ψ (+)
0

〉
+ eiφτ

∣∣∣Ψ (+)
0

〉)
,

where |Ψ (+)
0 〉 = |ψcm

0 〉|ψ rel
0 〉 and |Ψ (−)

dte 〉 = P̂|Ψ (+)
dte 〉. Now

|Ψ (+)
dte 〉 describes a two-particle state with particle 1 (resp.

particle 2) exclusively propagating into positive (negative)
direction. This allows one to assign each particle to a definite
interferometer, e.g., interferometer 1 to particle 1 (and inter-
ferometer 2 to particle 2). The same applies to |Ψ (−)

dte 〉, only

with the particles exchanged. Focusing on |Ψ (+)
dte 〉, the pro-

jection of the scattered state |Ψ (+)
dte

′〉 onto a particular output-
port combination σ1, σ2 reads

(
Π̂σ1 ⊗ Π̂σ2

)∣∣∣Ψ (+)
dte

′〉

= Û
(0)

t√
2

{
Û

(0)

τ

[
Ŝ

(on)

σ1
⊗ Ŝ

(on)

σ2

]∣∣∣Ψ (+)
0

〉

+ eiφτ

[
Ŝ

(off)
σ1

⊗ Ŝ
(off)
σ2

]∣∣∣Ψ (+)
0

〉}
. (8)

Here, Π̂σi
is the projection operator onto the region be-

hind the output port labeled by σi = (±)i of the ith in-

terferometer. The scattering matrix components Ŝ
(on/off)
σi

=
Π̂σi

Ŝ
(on/off)
i describe the mapping from an in-state to the

out-state component of a particular beam splitter output port.

For example, Ŝ
(on)
σ1=+1|in〉 yields the out-state component in

the output port labeled by σ1 = +1 with the switch in place
(“on”). For the early wave packets, the switch is in place,
causing deflection into the long arm. The offset from the op-
timum path length difference is reflected in a translation of
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the early wave packets with respect to the late ones. The late
wave packets, on the other hand, pass straight through the
short arm before they are distributed into the output ports
according to the splitting ratio of the beam splitter. For the

scattering matrix components Ŝ
(on)

σi
and Ŝ

(off)
σi

, one thus ob-
tains

Ŝ
(on)
σi=+1 = eip̂i�i/� cos θi,

Ŝ
(on)

σi=−1 = eip̂i�i/� sin θi,
(9)

Ŝ
(off)
σi=+1 = sin θi,

Ŝ
(off)
σi=−1 = − cos θi,

where the translation operators exp(ip̂i�i/�) implement the
additional displacements �i of the early state component
(switch “on”) with respect to the late ones. Like for the
TBE state, the joint probability for detecting the particles
in a particular output-port combination σ1, σ2 is obtained

from P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2) = |(Π̂σ1 ⊗ Π̂σ2)|Ψ (+)

dte

′〉|2. Hence,
with (8) and (9), we get

P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2)

= 1

4

[
1 + σ1σ2Re

{
e−iφτ

〈
Ψ

(+)
0

∣∣∣eip̂1�1/�e−ip̂2
1τ/2m�

⊗ eip̂2�2/�e−ip̂2
2τ/2m�

∣∣∣Ψ (+)
0

〉}]
,

where we have for simplicity taken the beam splitters to
be symmetric (θi = π/4) and the particles to be of equal
mass m. Evaluating the matrix element in momentum
representation, with the abbreviations 	p = (p1,p2)

T and
	� = (�1, �2)

T, yields

P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2)

= 1

4

[
1 + σ1σ2Re

{
e−iφτ

∫ ∞

−∞
dp1

∫ ∞

−∞
dp2 ei 	p· 	�/�

× e−i 	p2τ/2m�

∣∣∣
〈
p1,p2|Ψ (+)

0

〉∣∣∣
2
}]

. (10)

The intermediate result (10) already reveals some impor-
tant features of the setup: Firstly, the overall free time evolu-

tion Û
(0)

t in (8) drops out for the detection probability, as it
was the case for the TBE state. Hence, only the dispersion-
induced distortion between the early and late wave pack-
ets, which is due to the period τ between the two disso-
ciation processes, causes potential harm to the fringe pat-
tern of the detection probability as a function of the arm
length variations. Next, only the momentum distribution
|〈p1,p2|Ψ (+)

0 〉|2 of the single dissociation pulse component

|Ψ (+)
0 〉 enters the detection probability P(+)

dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2).

As a consequence, P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2) is invariant under

momentum phase transformations 〈p1,p2|Ψ0〉 →
exp[iξ(p1, p2)]〈p1, p2|Ψ0〉, which includes spatial trans-
lations. This means that the signal is unaffected by shot-
to-shot shifts of the source position with respect to the
interferometers (as long as the interferometric procedure
is still feasible). The mere dependence on the momentum
distribution also shows that it is straightforward to gen-
eralize the detection probability to nonpure and nonsep-
arable states, |Ψ (+)

0 〉〈Ψ (+)
0 | → ρ

(+)
0 , and correspondingly

|〈p1,p2|Ψ (+)
0 〉|2 → pr(p1,p2) := 〈p1,p2|ρ(+)

0 |p1,p2〉.
In the end, we are interested in the functional depen-

dence of the detection probability on the variations �i of
the interferometer arm lengths. In order to get a qualita-
tive and quantitative understanding of the resulting fringe
pattern, we evaluate (10) in closed form for the case that
the early and the late wave packet components are each de-
scribed by a generic (mixed) Gaussian state. This is reason-
able, since even for non-Gaussian wave packet components
with a more complicated momentum distribution, an appro-
priate Gaussian fit should allow us to derive at least a lower
bound to the quality of the fringe pattern. For a Gaussian
momentum distribution,

pr(p1,p2) = 1

2πσp,cmσp,rel

× exp

(
− (p1 + p2)

2

2σ 2
p,cm

− (p1 − p2 − mvrel)
2

8σ 2
p,rel

)
,

we arrive at

P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2)

= 1

4

{
1 + σ1σ2

(
1 + τ 2

T 2
cm

)−1/4 (
1 + τ 2

T 2
rel

)−1/4

× exp

[
− Trel

T 2
rel + τ 2

(�1 − �2 − τvrel)
2

2vrelλrel

− Tcm

T 2
cm + τ 2

(�1 + �2)
2

2vrelλrel

]

× cos

[
�1 − �2

λrel
+ τ

T 2
rel + τ 2

(�1 − �2 − τvrel)
2

2vrelλrel

+ τ

T 2
cm + τ 2

(�1 + �2)
2

2vrelλrel
− ϕ0

2

]}
(11)

with ϕ0 = τvrel/λrel + arctan(τ/Tcm) + arctan(τ/Trel) +
2φτ . The variances of the relative and the center-of-mass
momentum, denoted by σp,rel and σp,cm, respectively, de-
termine characteristic dispersion times, Tcm = 2m�/σ 2

p,cm

and Trel = m�/2σ 2
p,rel. The latter indicate the time scale

of transition to a dispersion-dominated spatial extension of
the wave packets. The expectation value of the relative mo-
mentum p0,rel = mvrel/2 defines the reduced wave length
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λrel = �/p0,rel, which sets the scale for the nonlocal inter-
ference fringes.

The DTE detection probability (11) has the potential to
violate a Bell inequality, as is seen from its structural simi-
larity to the TBE detection probability (6). The dispersion-
induced distortion between the early and the late wave
packet components is reflected in those terms in (11) which
depend on the characteristic dispersion times Tcm and Trel.
In particular, it is responsible for the overall suppression of
the fringe pattern as described by the Lorentzian reduction
factors. Further, it causes a quadratic compression of the
fringe pattern. The additional Gaussian suppression is due
to the unavoidable envelope mismatch that follows from the
variation of the arm lengths.

In order to get an unambigous demonstration of nonlocal
correlations, the fringe visibility has to exceed the threshold
value 1/

√
2 over at least a few fringes when varying either

arm length by �i . An analysis of the joint detection probabil-
ity (11) shows that this is achieved given the following two
conditions are met:

λrel/(τvrel) � 1, (12)
(
1 + τ 2/T 2

cm

)(
1 + τ 2/T 2

rel

)
< 4. (13)

So far, we have restricted our investigation to the DTE state
|Ψ (+)

dte 〉 with each particle propagating into a given direction.
It is clear that we could have followed the same reasoning
for the DTE state |Ψ (−)

dte 〉, only with the labels for the par-
ticles exchanged, so that the corresponding joint detection
probability P(−)

dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2) equals P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2).

Finally, since no interference between |Ψ (+)
dte 〉 and |Ψ (−)

dte 〉
occurs in our setup, the detection probability for the sym-
metric DTE state |Ψdte〉 = 1√

2
(|Ψ (+)

dte 〉 + |Ψ (−)
dte 〉) follows

from

Pdte(σ1, σ2|�1, �2) = 1

2

(
P(+)

dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2)

+ P(−)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2)

)

= P(+)
dte (σ1, σ2|�1, �2).

Hence, the results obtained for the directed DTE state
|Ψ (+)

dte 〉 apply just as well to the experimentally realized DTE
state |Ψdte〉.

We thus find that an unambigous verification of non-
local correlations by violating a Bell inequality can be
achieved in the setup considered above, given the condi-
tions (12) and (13) are satisfied. A recent proposal is based
on the Feshbach-induced dissociation of a molecular Bose–
Einstein condensate [5]. As is argued there, an experiment
based on fermionic Lithium atoms would indeed meet the
above conditions (12) and (13), and hence raises hope for
demonstrating nonclassicality in the motion of material par-
ticles. This setup would involve time separations between

the two dissociation pulses on the order of seconds. This
would result in a spatial separation between the early and
late wave packets on the order of centimeters, rendering the
DTE state truly macroscopic.

4 Conclusions

We presented a scheme to generate and verify nonlocal cor-
relations between two material particles involving macro-
scopic superpositions of the spatial wave function. This is
achieved by violating a Bell inequality using single-particle
matter wave optics and simple position measurements. We
conclude by summarizing the advantages of the presented
scheme. First of all, it does not require interferometric sta-
bility between the two interferometers, which allows one
to reach truly macroscopic separations. Moreover, the re-
striction to the coherence properties between the early and
late wave packets as a whole means that only port-selective
measurements are needed, requiring neither prominent spa-
tial nor temporal resolution. This renders the nonclassical
correlations largely independent of the shape of the wave
packets and of the particular implementation of the position
measurement. Finally, the low velocity of the propagating
atoms in principle allows one to check the particle posi-
tions by laser illumination whenever one wishes. One might
thus think of a demonstration experiment, where only after
the dissociation of the particles the experimenter makes the
conscious decision whether she wants to check the correla-
tion of the emission times (by “looking” at the particles in
front of the interferometers) or whether she wants to check
the nonlocal correlations (by “looking” at the particles be-
hind of the interferometers). This way, by performing such
an experiment with proper, material particles and on truly
macroscopic scales on the order of centimeters, nonclassical
quantum correlations would be made amenable to anyone
who understands the basic concept of the position of a par-
ticle, even to a layman who is ignorant of physics. All this
renders the proposed setup a rather robust and striking test
of nonclassicality in the motion of material particles with the
potential to push the corresponding quantum regime into the
macroscopic.

As an outlook, it would be illuminating to investigate
the influence of various sources of decoherence. For the ex-
perimental proposal in [5], the effect of scattering of off-
resonant photons and the scattering of background particles
was already found to be controllable. In particular, it would
be interesting to check to what degree the present setup can
be used to test possible unconventional collapse theories,
which predict a loss of coherence in the motion of material
particles due to purported quantum gravity effects, on the
centimeter scale accessible for the first time with the present
measurement scheme.
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